Access and Mobility in Milton Keynes: An Inclusive Design History where Urban Planning Ideals and Design Intent Meet Disability Politics

This paper offers the first inclusive design history of Milton Keynes, examining how the accessibility of Milton Keynes was conceived at the time it was planned and designed. Prompted by the recollection at interview that people with disabilities were encouraged to live in Milton Keynes because it was accessible, the foundations of this claim are explored through walkabouts, oral histories and documentary evidence. The study reveals ‘ease of movement and access’ as one of Milton Keynes’ planning goals and The Open University as the location for foundational arguments that shaped the social construction of disability. It is remarkable that the social model of disability and the injustice of inaccessibility surfaced in a city that was designed to enable mobility and access, although Milton Keynes in the 1970s is remembered as a place that attracted designers, academics, and activists interested in a more equitable future.
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The everyday world that we all inhabit can be viewed as disabling and oppressive by anyone who finds it inaccessible. Accessibility is a problem that has its foundations in design at all scales, including city-scale planning and urbanism. Milton Keynes (MK), as this research examines, was an experiment in new town planning in the UK in the 1970s, and continues to be an important international reference in urban design for its mobility and access, as these parameters were envisioned in a way that was not possible in historically grown cities. While mobility and access debates predominately focus on modes of transport, this research surfaces a less examined history of the accessibility of MK that is attentive to people as well as the motorcar.

The way that spaces and places are designed, their spatial configuration, as well as the choice of materials and design details, do have an impact on accessibility for people (Boys, 2014; Imrie, 2012). The design movements of inclusive design and universal design acknowledge this and advocate for the design of things (spaces, places, products, and services) with respect to differing human capabilities (Coleman et al., 2003; Luck, 2018; Mace et al., 1996). The specialist design movements of inclusive and universal design need not exist if ‘normative’ design did not exclude and marginalize some people (Hamraie, 2012). Indeed, as Heylighen and Bianchin (2013) note, inclusive design still does not feature prominently in what is conventionally understood as ‘good’ design. Given the social injustice of inaccessibility, inclusive design activists continue to campaign that it should (Hamraie, 2012). Design, evidently, does have politics (Fry, 2011) and the politics of disability and accessibility are entangled in design. A notable milestone in disability politics was the formulation of the social model of disability, which argues that people with impairments are oppressed by barriers in society, including environments that disable people (Shakespeare, 2010). One of the places where the politics of disability were debated was at The Open University, in Milton Keynes.

Informed by these arguments, this paper contributes to the special issue’s debates on design, oppression and liberation by examining how the poli-
tics of disability and accessibility became entangled in the design and conceptualization of a new city, Milton Keynes in the 1970s. This exploration was inspired by a conversation with one of its original inhabitants, a retired fireman living in one of the first housing estates, who happens to move around MK in a wheelchair. He distinctly remembers being encouraged to move from London to the new city because of its ease of access. It was his recollection, when interviewed, that “people with disabilities were encouraged to move to MK” which prompted this study, to retrace how the accessibility of MK was conceived at the time it was planned and designed. Motivated by his conviction this research questions: Was MK planned and designed intentionally for accessibility, with people with disabilities in mind? What interest was there in disability and accessibility in MK at the time? How have different understandings of mobility, accessibility and disability shaped the city of MK? In design research terms this is an examination of the design intent for MK — revisiting the city’s goals more than 50 years after it was designed and inhabited.

**Research Design**

The collection of data for this research was enabled through conversations at events held at MK Gallery, in contact with the Centre for Integrated Living in MK and a local branch of the charity Remap. The interviews, conversations whilst on walkabouts in the city and in people’s homes were recorded and transcribed and from thematic content analyses, select extracts are reported in this argument.

It was opportune to live in the city at the time of MK’s 50th anniversary, when MK Gallery organized a series of events on architecture and urbanism. The planning, design and realization of MK are within living memory. At these events I was introduced to one of the original architects of Milton Keynes Development Corporation (MKDC) and other members of the Fred Roach Foundation (named after the former Head of MKDC). Formative conversations led to interviews, the collection of oral histories and walkabouts in the city, recovering first-hand accounts of the rationale and circumstances that shaped the design of MK in the 1970s.

At the time of MK 50th anniversary, whilst working on inclusive design research at the Open University (OU), I met local residents who are active in the Centre for Integrated Living (CIL) and discussed the accessibility of MK whilst exploring the city center on foot. With the charity Remap I visited people with disabilities in their homes on MK housing estates, observing domestic life with a wheelchair within housing designed by MKDC. Whilst reading OU course materials I discovered that Vic Finkelstein, a prominent disability activist, was once an academic at OU. MK seemed to attract people with an interest in accessibility (disability politics), the design of the public realm, and urbanism (new town planning, housing, and design of the urban block).
These events, which all have a connection with MK, prompted this exploration of the accessibility of the city, drawing attention to an under-examined part of MK’s design history. The research interweaves first-hand accounts of the reasoning behind MK’s design, with references to published materials from other MKDC architects and planners. MK’s history is highly documented, with open access to original plans, MKDC meeting minutes, and MK’s living archive. While there are many planning studies of the city, the design of MK, its architecture and spatial analysis are less examined, with some notable exceptions (Hillier et al., 1992; Walker, 1982).

This research offers the first inclusive design history of MK, retracing how accessibility and mobility for people in the city were conceived more than 50 years ago. The argument presented is a development in new direction of previous presentations that have explored MK’s spatial concepts. Presented is an account of the planning and architectural design intent for Milton Keynes, and the goals and ideals for a new city, with the aim to investigate how design for ease of access for people with disabilities was construed at that time. The argument unfolds, retracing how MK was positioned as a post-industrial city with planning goals that were different from other new towns, including the aspiration to attract a university to the city.

**Milton Keynes: A New Post-Industrial Form of Urbanism**

It is the stuff of legend rather than historical truth that the second half of the Sixties was more radical than the previous years of the decade, particularly from the so-called ‘Summer of Love’ in 1967 and its lingering warm afterglow into the following decade (...) we can nonetheless acknowledge that the planning of the British new towns in the later 1960s reflected something of the zeitgeist of that decade, namely the love of the new (...) with a renewed impulse to modernise the built environment (...) The Plan for Milton Keynes was born into this atmosphere (Clapson, 2014, p. 3).

Milton Keynes (MK) is a new town/city that was conceived and planned in the 1960s and designed and built in the 1970s in the UK. It was part of the second wave of the New Towns program of post-war planned development. A series of development corporations were formed with government-designated areas of land for major developments on discontinuous growth corridors (Hall, 2014). MK is located 87 kilometers from London and is adjacent to the M1 motorway that connects the cities of London, Birmingham, and Leeds. "The aim should be to develop centres alternative to London (...) for low-income Londoners driven out by bulldozers” (Bendixon & Platt, 1992, p. 26) to relocate populations from poor quality or bombed-out housing following the Second World War.
The planning of Milton Keynes was conscious of the social fabric it was creating. The first stage was “to generate a set of social objectives that would guide the hands of the physical designers” (Bendixon & Platt, 1992, p. 46). The planning goals were established at numerous meetings and two international seminars. The Master Planner for MKDC, Llewelyn-Davies recounts, “We hope in three months from now that we shall have a picture of the society for which we might be providing in Milton Keynes. He described the seminar as ‘the start of a dynamic process of goal formation”’ (Bendixon & Platt, 1992, p. 46).

A change in the nature of cities was foreseen by Melvin Webber, who suggested that whereas the earlier new towns — symbolised by coal — were products of the ‘middle industrial era’ Milton Keynes would be part of ‘a post-industrial era’ (symbolised by the transistor radio) ‘in which the nature of the city is radically changing’. The ‘knowledge industries of education, research and development, decision-making, information handling and systems analysis’ were becoming the fastest growing parts of the economy. ‘Milton Keynes will be, in a sense, a spearhead of this changing phase of urban civilisation’. (Bendixon & Platt, 1992, p. 47)

**MILTON KEYNES PLANNING GOALS**

The planning principles for MK were developed at international seminars. Melvin Webber, the predominant thinker in planning, transportation, and cities of the future in the 1960s from the University of California, Berkeley was appointed as a consultant to develop the initial concept for MK. Melvin Webber was described by the Chief Architect of MK as the father of Milton Keynes (Walker, 1982, p. 8).

The spatial layout of MK was influenced by Webber’s thinking on cities of the future and his theories of ‘non-place’ (Webber, 1964) and ‘communities without propinquity’, where good communications meant that communities could be established irrespective of whether they were in close proximity (Webber, 1963). Reflecting Webber’s planning vision, the Chief Architect remarks:

> The scale of society has changed (...) we organise our social lives through the telephone, post box, private cars and public transport. Our lives are more influenced by tv, radio and newspapers than by meetings in the streets or chats over the garden fence. (Walker, 1982, p. 8)

However, the one-kilometer square ‘lazy grid’ of MK does overlay a neighborhood scale, where MK is composed of clusters of settlements, each with a local center.

The master plan for MK, often referred to as the Green Book, was written by the planning firm Llewelyn-Davies, Weeks, Forestier-Walker and Bor (1970). As one MKDC architect remembers, it was distinctive, “the green book
uses (...) evocative language with few pictures which is a very simple language not to constrain us”. This was in keeping with Webber's non-constraining approach to bounded rationality and other planning problems (Rittel & Webber, 1973). The master plan defined six guiding principles or goals: (1) Opportunity and freedom of choice; (2) Easy movement and access and good communications; (3) Balance and variety; (4) An attractive city; (5) Public awareness and participation; and (6) Efficient and imaginative use of resources (Llewelyn-Davies et al., 1970/2014, p. 50).

In an interview, one of the original MKDC architects recollects:

The principles, we had them pinned up on the wall (...) rather than wander off into designing fanciful megacities that were very fashionable at the time, we saw it that you would lay it out simply, leave out the things that you don’t find convenient any longer about cities and one of those was density.

When asked what ‘easy movement and access’ meant, the architect’s response was:

Unimpeded pedestrian access, wouldn’t need to walk around things, unimpeded by other modes of transport, or have rights of way and to be covered, and that was a tall order. Another principle was so they would be disabled-friendly or wheelchair friendly.

The layout of MK, with major roads on a grid, underpasses, minor roads through grid squares and a red route cycleway across the city, meant that the infrastructure for different modes of mobility, pedestrians and automobiles were separated.

He acknowledged that:

Now, in the building regulations, there are minimum gradients for wheelchair access. There were no rules and regulations about pavements, no one said how wide they should be, we had to invent those rules ourselves (...) the underpass gradients, we were looking for standards wherever but we couldn’t always find them (...) as far as footpaths are concerned (...) the ministry never collected any statistics on pavements, use densities, not there at all.

Although the architects were considering different people’s use of footpaths and ramps there were no standards for the width, or the gradients. MKDC architects were considering the design issues of accessibility in the 1970s, at a time when there was no design guidance to make buildings, spaces and places more accessible. The terms being used were ‘access’ and ‘mobility’ not ‘accessibility’. The architects saw a need for these design considerations and, in the absence of other design guidance, developed their own standards, which became part of the design process and the design rationale for MK infrastructure.

The architect continues “Young mothers with two children and an older person have very similar requirements in infrastructure terms and if you get it
right for them you get it right for everyone.” This way of conceptualizing the require-
ments of different people chimes with the universal design rationale — that there is a better design solution that will suit a variety of people.

Another of the original architects, who wrote a critical reflection on Milton Keynes, recollects designing a city for a diverse range of inhabitants:

> The wide range of local building densities from multi-storey offices through to very low densities around golf courses, lakes and allotments had both an aesthetic and a social intent: it was part of a strong rejection of the notorious uniformity of two-storey houses in earlier new towns; and part of a strategy to attract not just the newly forming households of skilled workers but a more diverse range of age groups, social classes and ethnicities [emphasis added]. This was an attempt to engineer a way round another perceived failing of earlier new towns. (Edwards, 2001, p. 92)

Milton Keynes was intended to be fifty percent social housing and fifty percent privately owned, unlike some other 1960s New Towns, which were one hundred percent social housing (Bendixon & Platt, 1992, p. 118). This desire to attract diverse groups of people to MK does seem to resonate with the claim that people with disabilities were encouraged to move to Milton Keynes. Indeed, there were official dispersal policies at Greater London Council (GLC) to spread people, with schemes to attract people from London to New Towns: the New and Expanded Town Scheme (NETS) and the Direct Nomination Scheme (DNS). Most of the Londoners who moved to Milton Keynes came from North London and the outer boroughs where housing needs were most acute. Certainly, MKDC had arrangements with London boroughs to move people to the new city (Clapson, 2004, p. 94).

Derek Walker, the Chief architect of MKDC, remembers:

> Walking distances became an obsession. A series of sensitive responses to the needs of the old and infirm [emphasis added], optimum distances for access to public transport, the needs of wheelchair and ambulance, and the pedestrians of service vehicles [emphasis added] were studied, offering a stratification which left the pedestrian in firm control of the ground. (Walker, 1982, p. 58)

While no one would currently use the term ‘infirm’, the statement makes direct reference to wheelchairs and the walking distances of pedestrians, from which we can infer that the design of Milton Keynes was considering the accessibility for people with different capabilities — ease of movement for people within Central Milton Keynes (CMK) and not just access for motorcars traversing the city.

MK was conceived as a city and was designed at that scale. The object that was being designed was the infrastructure for the city. When interviewed, the architect recounts:
You want me to design the roads, the footpaths, nobody designs those sort of things (...) we were inventing a whole structural system that would be called the infrastructure, the basis of what you will perceive when you come to MK.

It is the infrastructure of MK, which includes the urban design of roads, footpaths, ramps and gradients of the interstitial public circulation space in Central MK, which influenced the accessibility and mobility of the city.

THE OPEN UNIVERSITY IN MK

The Chairman of MKDC, Jock Campbell, knew that MK needed a university to be a credible city. He realized that the new post-industrial economy that Melvin Webber described was not going to be met by the skills of people leaving London. There was “a conflict between the skills of the Londoners the city was due to house and Professor Webber’s view of a science and knowledge-based economy” (Bendixon & Platt, 1992, p. 48).

The Open University’s campus is in Milton Keynes. The OU was encouraged to locate in MK, “The Open University came to be in Milton Keynes (...) [as] a result of some deft political manoeuvring by Llewelyn-Davies [master planner for MKDC] and the Chairman of MKDC” (Clapson, 2013, p. 77). Indeed, one of the founders of The Open University, the sociologist Michael Young, was already debating Non-Plan planning ideas with Sir Peter Hall and Paul Barker, then Editor of New Society (Banham et al., 1969). The planning concept of ‘community without propinquity’ promoted by Melvin Webber (1963), where community exists without proximity, also applies to the educational model of the OU.

The OU was the first university in the UK to offer distance education and with an open access policy was “a more democratic access-orientated Open University” (Clapson, 2013, p. 77). The disruptive model for higher education proposed by the OU was attractive to many radical thinkers. In design, John Chris Jones and Nigel Cross were working on Design Methods: Seeds of Human Futures (Jones, 1970) and Man-made Futures (Cross, 1975; Cross et al., 1974). The module ‘The Future of Cities’ outlined two styles of visioning. The first uses intuition to forecast life and technology at some point in the future. The second is concerned not with what might be but with what should be, with a political or ethical orientation (Blowers et al., 1974) — both futures, as we will see, are relevant to MK. Stuart Hall was attracted to the OU developing theory in the field of cultural studies on race, and Vic Finkelstein, jointly with others at The Open University, created the first academic course to promote and develop disability politics (Finkelstein, 1998). Mike Oliver joined the course team and adopted a structural approach to understanding disability and went on to coin the term ‘social model of disability’ in 1983 (Shakespeare, 2010).
Developments in the Politics of Disability and Disability Studies

Vic Finkelstein was a well-known activist in the field of disabilities studies. Finkelstein played a major part in the Union of the Physically Impaired Against Segregation (UPIAS) draft of the Fundamental Principles of Disability:

> In our view it is society which disables physically impaired people. Disability is something imposed on top of our impairments, by the way we are unnecessarily isolated and excluded from full participation in society. Disabled people are therefore an oppressed group in society. (Union of the Physically Impaired Against Segregation & The Disability Alliance, 1976)

This was one of the earliest formulations of what would come to be known as the social model of disability: the big idea on which the modern disability movement was founded.

Moving from South Africa in 1968, Vic Finkelstein, a wheelchair user after contracting polio, applied social justice insights from the apartheid era in order to develop an understanding of the social construction of disability (Finkelstein, 2001).

Disabled people have always struggled against the way they have been prevented from taking part in the normal activities of their communities. More recently, however, these struggles have taken a step forward. Disabled people have begun to organize for their emancipation and joined the growing number of groups struggling against social discrimination. (Finkelstein, 1981)

Finkelstein was the course chair for ‘The Handicapped Person in the Community’, the first course in disability studies (Sutherland, 2011). It is one of Finkelstein’s course texts, ‘To Deny or Not to Deny Disability’ (Finkelstein, 1981) that most clearly illustrates the social construction of disability, where people are disabled by the environment. Finkelstein’s text presents what we would now characterize as a design fiction — a futures scenario, of what should not be — presenting an upside-down world where the able-bodied are disabled.

> Let us see if we can turn the world upside down and show that disability is a socially caused problem [emphasis added]. An upside-down world where the ‘able’ become the ‘disabled’ and the ‘disabled’ become the ‘able-bodied’ and where we show that far from adjusting and accepting disability perhaps, just perhaps, it is healthier to dent and struggle to eliminate disability (…)

> Let us suppose that those who believe in segregation could really have their way. We imagined a thousand or more disabled people, all wheelchair-users, collected together and settled in their own village [emphasis added] where
they had full management and democratic rights. We will suppose that able-bodied people do not often visit the village and that the wheelchair-users control all aspects of their lives (...) when all the adjustments had been made (...) a few able bodied came to settle in this village. Naturally, one of the first things they noticed was the heights of the doors and the ceilings. They noticed this directly, by knocking their heads on the door lintels. (Finkelstein, 1981, p. 35)

The image Finkelstein constructs is of a settlement inhabited by wheelchair users. He turned the tables on disability by presenting a fictional situation, imagining a village for people in wheelchairs, where, when able-bodied people visited, they knocked their heads on doors and lintels. The door height was too low for people not sitting in a wheelchair. In this fiction, able-bodied people were disabled. The image constructed is of a village in chaos, not functioning according to ableist constructions (Campbell, 2009, p. 3) where people normalize some human characteristics and ‘other’ disabled people with different capabilities. In Finkelstein’s example, it is the ‘able-bodied disabled’ who are marginalized. The fable is profound, illustrating disability as a construction in society. This argument was taken forward by the disability rights movement to demonstrate how people become disabled by structural barriers in society, including the physical accessibility of the built environment (Shakespeare, 2010).

**Coffee Hall: A Settlement Accessible to Wheelchair Users**

There is a settlement in MK, Coffee Hall, that bears some resemblance to Finkelstein’s village of wheelchair users. While visiting people living in Coffee Hall, to see how a wheelchair foot might be adapted (Luck, 2018), a Remap colleague commented that many people with wheelchairs live on this estate. Although this research does not claim that Finkelstein was aware of a local community of wheelchair users in MK, or know whether Finkelstein visited or lived in Coffee Hall when he worked at the OU, what is of note is that standard housing designed by MKDC could accommodate people in wheelchairs. Coffee Hall was one of the first MKDC housing estates to be built. All “living rooms in MKDC houses met Parker Morris requirements that the space should accommodate three easy chairs, a settee, a television set and some space for a few other items of furniture” (Clapson, 2004, p. 112). The configuration and spatial layout of the houses was accessible for people using a wheelchair. Indeed, there were two people with wheelchairs living in the house visited.

Over time many people using wheelchairs have been housed in Coffee Hall, as MKDC knew these houses could be easily adapted for people to stay in their homes. The MKDC architects designing housing were “under pressure to
build to the higher space standards urged in Homes for Today and Tomorrow – The 1961 Parker Morris Report” (Bendixson & Plate, 1992, p. 118). Indeed, “architects, seemingly ground between the upper and nether milestones of Parker Morris space standards and financial yardsticks, were forced to simplify their designs and push up densities” (Bendixson & Plate, 1992, p. 118). Corners were cut to keep up housing output. “In some cases footpaths, fencing, gates and landscaping have been sacrificed for the sake of the actual building” Campbell told the Minister [government minister for housing]” (Bendixson & Plate, 1992, p. 119). With hindsight, what at the time was seen as problematic has resulted in some MK housing stock that is suitable accommodation for a wider range of the population, including people with greater spatial needs. Indeed, the Chief architect aimed at higher living standards, commenting, “the city is being built for economic and social needs which, in the perspective of the history of city building are new and we expect a standard of performance from our houses and city that was, until recently, only available to a minority” (Walker, 1982, p. 17). The architectural design intent for MK, including MKDC housing, was for high-performance standards for everyone.

**Reflection**
The materials presented in this paper offer an inclusive design history of MK, which retraces how the accessibility and mobility for MK were conceived more than 50 years ago. The account connects the city center and campus and examines the expectation that the city would be accessible, voiced by a local resident, as well as descriptions of the planning and design rationale for MK and finds a local connection with developments in the theory of disability and the field of disability studies.

The logic of MK’s infrastructure was fundamental to its ease of access, separating different modes of mobility with cars and public transport on grid roads, bikes on red ways, away from pedestrians in the city center. Ease of access for traffic, as we see in MK, was interconnected with the accessibility of public places for people, including those with a disability, in the city center.

With reference to the MK master plan it is known that ease of movement and access was one of the principle planning goals. Access as a concept, however, does not apply solely to people with disabilities. Indeed, the universal design movement considers that improvements made for people with disabilities will also benefit other members of society (Mace et al., 1996). It is a universal design perspective that an MKDC architect articulates when describing how different groups of people were considered in the design of CMK infrastructure, and how this led to a city center that has pedestrian access unimpeded by cars.

In the design of the public realm MKDC architects considered different inhabitants’ capabilities, anticipating the accessibility needs of people in wheelchairs as well as people with pushchairs. MK’s infrastructure was designed
from its inception for level and ramped access throughout the city center. MKDC architects developed their own design standards, generating guidance for the gradients of ramps and the width of walkways. The architects had identified a more general need for design guidance and accessibility standards that at the time were not part of the Building Regulations. While the goal of ‘ease of access and movement’, similar to other aspects of MK’s Plan was not over-defined, the architects’ considerations reflect that the design intent for MK did consider accessibility for mobility-impaired people, as well as movement scenarios for other inhabitants.

MKDC’s architects’ aspiration to raise the housing design standards for everyone resulted in adaptable and accessible housing stock on some estates, creating settlements where people in wheelchairs were more easily housed. Given these design characteristics, as part of the New Towns relocation program, MK was an attractive location for people with disabilities to live.

There are lessons to learn from MK to design more accessible towns and cities. For large-scale developments, MK illustrates the importance of holistic, whole-city consideration of access and mobility from the outset of any development. The infrastructure that underpins MK’s ease of movement could not be retrofitted. The time and attention given to the detailed design of MK has also resulted in a more accessible city center, with features such as shallow pavement gradients, considered walking distances from parking and stone planters that were designed to also be used as seating. The quality of the design of CMK is evident in this attention to detail and contributes to MK’s design legacy with a more accessible public realm than many cities. There are economic advantages from this attention to detail. MKDC architects’ commitment to high design standards proved to be an investment in accessibility for the longer term. There is economic value, as well as social quality of life impacts when ‘good’ design includes accessibility at its core.

It was remarkable to discover that OU academics developing foundational arguments in disability politics used the design of the environment to illustrate the social construction of disability — presenting an ableist design future. The happenchance that the Coffee Hall settlement in MK does house more people using wheelchairs than other areas of MK is testament to the spatial design standards that preceded the accessibility design guidance in Part M of the building regulations and lifetime homes design standards. Designing to high standards for a better way of living, as the architects’ accounts reveal, was part of MK’s vision and spirit of optimism.

MK’s vision to be a different new town/city attracted the attention of many leading planners and architects, including some who discussed non-plan organizational ideas with Michael Young at The Open University. The OU, with its groundbreaking educational model, attracted academics including Vic Finkelstein, who intended to turn the world upside down, so that the everyday environ-
ments we all inhabit would not disable people. Entangled in the history of MK are Finkelstein’s disability politic ideals, to liberate the oppressed, as well as formative ‘inclusive’ design actions and practices to make the public realm in the city center accessible for everyone.

**CONCLUSION**

MK has an under-acknowledged design legacy, with a more accessible central urban district than many cities. This paper offers the first inclusive design history of MK that has focused attention on how people with disabilities were considered in the planning and design of the city in the 1970s. MKDC architects anticipated the need for the city to be accessible for people with a wider range of capabilities and were forerunners, acknowledging the need to develop design standards to make access and mobility easier for everyone.

Given the gravitational pull of MK, as a new town experiment and The Open University with its different educational offering, MK attracted radical thinkers and educators who wanted to develop new academic courses, as well as leading planners and architects who wanted to explore new urban ideas. The social model of disability questioned the design of environments, as did MK in its conception and realization as a distinctive New Town. There were many luminaries in architecture, urbanism, design, and disability studies who passed through MK in the 1970s and left their mark.
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